Light in the Middle of Darkness
Five Short Stories: by Brian Thomas Armstrong

The Black Tooth
The sound of Detective Levno’s fist hitting the hard metal table in the middle of the
interrogation room made the petty punk criminal jump in the seat he was cuffed to, and then
uncontrollably slide the metal chair backwards away from his tormentor with his feet. The hard
angry shouting voice that bellowed from the seasoned detective’s mouth cut through the half
mobbed up street thief like a hot knife plucked straight from a dungeon masters’ fire pit. The
cop’s cold hard glare made the crook unable to look the detective in the eyes. Wheeler was not
a squealer, at least not yet, but he was just about willing to say anything to make his misery
stop; at least the misery that Detective Jack Levno was inflicting on his latest victim / perp.,
Jesse “Fat Man” Wheeler. Fat Man Wheeler was the running street joke in the neighborhood
because Jesse was actually thin, broke, a loser, and very gaunt and unhealthy looking, plus a
petty criminal.
“Enough of this crap you god damned shitwheeler!” The detective bellowed at Wheeler,
Jesse sobbed and pleaded with the detective - I told you over and over again that it wasn’t me
who did those things!
Detective Levno was intentionally a tough man to read. He worked his way up through the
department ranks the hard way. Levno paid his dues as a street cop for five years before finally
nailing the detectives’ exam, sending his career into the next level of police work. The only
trouble was that the next level of police work so far had led to nowhere for him, at least
nowhere he hadn’t already been. The only thing that seemed to have changed with Jack’s big

promotion five years ago was a few bucks more and a fancier job tittle at work, that’s all.
Detective Jack Levno was a seasoned veteran cop, but also had become damaged goods at the
precinct long ago.
“I haven’t been a detective for years now without having to deal with crazy, lying, lunatic
bags of shit like you! Just like you they always expect me to believe their new form of horseshit
just like the crap you’re trying to shovel out right now onto my favorite shoes Wheeler! Well I
aint buyin it, not now, not then, not ever, so give it up shitbag or your troubles are going to get
much worse than they are now; I guarantee that personally!” Levno threatened Wheeler with a
sadistic smile as he talked. He then hit the table again with a loud bang focusing Jesse
Wheeler’s limited brain span into absolute attention to what the detective was insinuating, and
how the facts didn’t line up every time Jesse Wheeler opened his stupid mouth to try to answer
the detectives allegations.
Jesse was looking very distraught and you could tell he was wearing down and so could the
detective. The old school cop could smell the confession he was notorious for getting in a pinch.
Levno jumped back into Wheelers face again and turned up the heat by shouting and pounding
his fist on the table again. Wheeler was sniveling at this point and whined to the Detective – “I
will tell you how it all started if I can just have some water man, and a just a few minutes to
clear my head. I’m so tired I can’t think anymore. You don’t have a clue what I’ve been through
detective!” Jesse looked down at the cold worn steel table as if trying to find some answers to
his predicament from a piece of interrogation room furniture, he then proceeded to
emotionally crumble and sob uncontrollably.
Levno calmed down his demeanor towards the cuffed Wheeler and gave him a slight
warming smile. Whatever you need pall, he said, just tell us the truth and we can work with you
on this. Just tell us how this all started then, OK. The detective switched to the good cop routine
sensing the prisoner was on the verge of breaking and giving up everything. With no lawyer
asked for yet by the newly arrested Wheeler, Levno was certain he could close this case early
with Wheeler’s confession and then hit his favorite cop bar for some coolant before going
home to his empty cramped rundown apartment in the bad part of downtown.
The detective called over to his partner Sargent Roland who had been standing by the
interrogation room door leaning against the wall watching the detective do his thing on
Wheeler.
Hey Roland, do you think you can get our friend here some water? Roland nodded his head
and still remained silent as he opened the door, stepped out into the hall and closed the solid
wood door behind him with a loud slam and heavy click of the lock.
Sargent Darnel Roland was Detective Levno’s yin to the older detective’s yang. The sergeant
was a young black man with good taste in clothes, Levno was an older caucasianish man - no
one could really tell if Detective Levno had a touch of Polynesian, Black, or Hispanic in him, in
fact it was a running bet/joke on just what form of latte fell into Levno’s caucasianism. Levno
also wore cheap suits and never minded wrinkles, whereas Sargent Roland was meticulously
clean and pressed as a rule. The odd couple seemed to work well together and Roland usually

stepped back letting the old man do his thing on crime in the interrogation room; out in the
streets it was a totally different story.
As Sargent Roland walked down the hall towards the break room to use the water cooler, he
heard a commotion in the booking area downstairs. Hassles in booking were a daily occurrence
so Roland forgot about Wheelers water and instead ran down the stairs to help give a hand
again, probably controlling another unruly drunk driver or another town tough guy.
The sound of the heavy interrogation room door slamming behind Sargent Roland was
enough to make Wheeler cringe in his chair, unwilling to turn his head and look the detective in
his eyes as Levno stared down at the greasy criminal and then started back in on him. Wheeler
was sniffling and holding back tears as Detective Levno barked at him authoritatively,” I did my
part and sent for your water, now it’s time for you to do your part and tell me how this trouble
you’ve gotten yourself into started. Do that and I will get you some food; just remember you
can’t clean this mess up yourself. It’s time to help you by helping me make sense of this thing.
What the hell happened to those people Wheeler?” The detective then raised his voice with a
threatening snarl as he almost shouted at the shackled suspect – “You better have a damn good
alibi on where you were yesterday with some “real” witnesses and do it quick you piece of shit!
What the hell happened?”
Wheeler looked exhausted and ready to crack at any moment, Levno pulled back a little as
wheeler started to say something, ready to employ a softer touch if the suspect made a mistake
and started giving him something he could use to nail him on these crimes. Wheeler started to
describe how he was at the local park with his two grade school kids a day ago sitting on a
bench watching his children play when he suddenly lost time, not lost consciousness exactly,
but just the memory of what had happened recently. He checked his watch and 30 minutes had
gone by in which he had no recollection of, and that his head started pounding in agony and
then a trickle of blood ran down his lip from his nose. Wheelers children played on the grass
oblivious to his pain as the kids bantered back and forth playing with their worn toys and totally
ignoring their father. When wheeler finally got his head on straight and the pain stopped he
said he took the kids for ice cream and then picked his wife up from work. The rest of the night
wheeler claimed he spent at home sitting in his living room with a splitting headache while the
kids watched TV and his wife fluttered from project to house hold project on meth as usual,
while sipping wine as a reward to herself for being so productive all night.
The detective was only interested in the first part of Wheelers story, that was the same park
where the first murdered teenage girl was found, lying in a gruesome pose on her back along a
park trial, her body twisted in a horrible unnatural way with a look of shock, terror, and slow
suffering still frozen on her face, fists clenched in a death grip, clearly from having the life
strangled out of her according to the visible black bruise marks across the young girls throat.
Wheeler had given the detective his first break in the case but the specifics he needed like
motive, and DNA placing Wheeler with the girl still eluded the seasoned cop.
So why’d you kill the girl Wheeler? Levno asked in a low calm voice. Wheeler looked up
pleadingly into the detective’s eyes and said in a whiney cracking voice, “I told you, I didn’t kill

nobody; it was the something else that killed them not me!” The detective countered Wheelers
pleading with an irritated sounding reproach,” Now we’re back to the beginning where you tell
me gibberish and I tell you to get fucked. Wheeler pleaded again with the Detective,” No it’s
true. Look at my record, where do you see violence, I was just a street punk doing petty jobs for
chump change. The big guys never gave me the time of day let alone trusted me with anything
else. Never murder!” Well maybe you decided to finally join the big boys Wheeler, the
detective told the crook sarcastically, I don’t fucking have a clue what makes guys like you tick.
Frankly I don’t want to know!” Levno added disgustedly.
Wheeler started whining again to Detective Levno and looking confused and even more of a
total mess. “I was there, I mean before or after, I’ve been having these headaches, I mean
agonizing terrible headaches, they get really bad and I black out or something memory wise. I
don’t know what, but I know I could never have done those things to those people. Why would
I.” Levno told Wheeler he just wasn’t feeling it, “You got to come up with some shit better than
that,” the detective told him. Wheeler started going ape shit in his chair at this point, thrashing
around in it even though he was chained to it, shouting at the Detective, “I’m not like that man!
That’s not me man!” Wheeler then stopped thrashing and started sobbing and mumbling over
and over again - “that’s not me man, that can’t be me!” In a low soothing sympathetic voice the
detective used the soft touch now that wheeler was broken and exhausted,” What about your
family Wheeler? What about your wife Joan and your two kids Jack and Sarah?” Levno told him.
Wheeler kept repeating pathetically,” That’s not me man, that can’t be me!” The detective just
shook his head again in disgust, “What kind of man hurts the ones that love him? Huh! What
about that Wheeler, what kind of man does that?” The detective focused Wheelers eyes on his
in a hardened stare,”
Don’t try and tell me you’re not like that Wheeler! What did you do with them Wheeler?
Their eyes were locked and the detective looked dead serious at Jesse and asked him coldly Are they alive or dead? Wheeler looking genuinely concerned asked detective Levno in a
haggard worried tired voice,” what do you mean? Are they OK?” The detective didn’t let on to
Wheeler that they found his family this morning beaten and strangled in his apartment, It was
the sight of the little ones contorted in death that ripped through the detectives guts giving him
more resolve to nail this creep and send him away for good, then letting the cruel fate of prison
take care of the rest.
Where’s my family, I want to see my family wheeler pleaded to the detective. Levno just
gave Wheeler a cynical look in return and said,” We would like to see them too Wheeler, but no
one else seems to have seen them either. What did you do to them?” The detective was still
reading Wheelers responses about the whereabouts of his family, hoping Wheeler would slip
up and admit to killing them or give a false alibi he could nail the creep on. One murder often
leads to two and sometimes more, Levno had sadly learned this fact after over a decade on the
force, the detective had no reason to think otherwise when it came to scum like Wheeler and
what people like him were capable of. The detective had seen mostly the worst of humanity
over the years and that’s how he categorized most the scum he’d put away, or helped to put
away over his long career.

Wheeler started getting hysterical again and struggling once again in the chair he was
chained to. He shouted at the detective in a high pitched scratchy voice that sounded on the
edge of sanity,” That fucking bum! That fucking bum gave it to me somehow! That’s what he
meant, can’t you see? I see it now! I see, I see through him now! He’s the black tooth in my
head! He’s the rotten one! He’s the rotten one not me! Not Me! Wheeler disintegrated into
tears and a barely audible gibberish as the detective stood there looking down at Wheeler
perplexed. Levno knew he had to keep pushing Wheeler to get to the truth, but he was also
starting to worry about how admissible what he got from him would be, given the unstable
delusional mental state Wheeler was in now.
Wheeler was in a daze as he remembered back to the strange encounter he had with a street
hobo two days earlier. The bum was in layers of filthy tattered almost rags and was mumbling
gibberish as he sat on an equally filthy sleeping bag in a dirty dark and smelly vacant building
doorway. Wheeler was handing the bum a buck when the freak grabbed Jesse’s hand with his
greasy dirty street fingers. The bum cackled at Wheeler in a dark, disturbing, and deranged
manner through his twisted black toothed rotting grin while keeping Jesse’s hand still trapped
within his own. The vagrant was looking with bloodshot putrid yellow eyes at Wheeler and
said,” I have the darkness deep inside me and now so do you! - No one can save you or anyone
anymore, especially not God!
Wheeler was staring into space when the detective pounded on the table with his fist again
to focus the prisoner on the detective’s questions. Wheeler came crashing back into awareness.
Tell me how all this killing started Jesse, innocent people are dead son, Levno told him. Wheeler
came back into a moment of clarity and started talking to the detective in the calmest voice
he’d had all night. “My life was on track, I was doing fine for the first time since I got out of
prison, I started rebuilding my family and we were still poor but things were alright anyway.
Then I gave this bum a dollar on my way to the car after looking for a gig and some extra cash
and everything went to hell. I didn’t realize it then but I caught something from him - something
terrible! I tried to help the bum and then later I started having these terrible pains through my
head that were unbearable. I started blacking out, or not remembering things, I don’t know, but
I do know now that the bum with the black teeth has something to do with all of this. He knows
who’s murdering everybody not me! Not Me! You need to ask him man not me.” Now wheelers
voice was escalating as he accused the bum he’d met of somehow being behind everything that
had been happening to him over the past three days. Levno, disgusted, started shaking his head
once more back and forth as he stared at the man shackled to the chair in somewhat disbelief
at how all over the place this nut job was. “Always right back to gibberish with you Wheeler,”
the detective told him.
“I guess you just aren’t ready to come clean with me yet Wheeler, but your gunna be, you’re
gunna be real soon!” Levno was back to becoming inpatient with this guy and was hoping to
wrap this interrogation up sooner rather than later. Jesse responded back angrily,” I haven’t
even got my water yet!” Levno looked at his watch with somewhat irritation wondering what
the hell was keeping the sergeant.” Well you’re not the only guy in the world with headaches
Wheeler, I’ve been getting an ear ache all week listening to my partner bitch about his
headaches; you don’t see him going around killing people now do ya! He’s probably getting

some aspirin to go with that water. You want a couple aspirin - Then Start Talking,” the
detective told Wheeler. Levno snuck another look at his watch a little more anxious and
irritated, and then he looked towards the door again.
Exhausted and broken down Wheeler finally totally cracked, sobbing and red faced he
confessed to Levno – “Fine, it’s all my fault! Is that what you want to hear! Alright Then! They
are all dead because of me OK. All of them because of me!” Wheeler broke down into a totally
unintelligible hysterical sobbing with his fists clenched. Spittle and drool was coming from his
mouth. Tears were streaming fully down Wheeler’s face to the point that they were wetting his
pants as the flow of tears dripped onto his lap. Detective Levno put his hand on the broken
man’s shoulder and started to soothingly calm him down. “It’s all over now son. Calm down and
I will get you some food and water and that aspirin my partners hoarding. You did real good
Jesse; it’s time to get it all out in the open. You’ll feel better afterwards. We’ll write it all down
when I get back.”
Levno checked Wheelers hand cuffs, making sure he was secured to the chair. He once again
patted Wheeler briefly on the shoulder. He then walked towards the door, stopped halfway,
turned back to wheeler as if contemplating something, and then he shrugged as if dismissing his
contemplative thought. Detective Levno continued to walk towards the door, opened it and
stepped into the hallway, closing the heavy door behind him with a loud metallic clank of the
lock.
Am I the only damn cop on the job today? Levno asked himself. He quickly walked to end of
the hallway and went down the stairs looking even more irritated. He turned and walked
around the corner into the main precinct booking area – The detective stopped cold in his
tracks. He looked out in shock onto the carnage that surrounded him. Blood was everywhere
and dead police were littered throughout the room. Some were at their stations randomly
draped over their desks dead or lying on the floor face up, sideways, face down in large pools of
blood. None were shot. Most of them were brutally beaten and bludgeoned, or hacked to
pieces by something. A look of horror came over Detective Levno’s face and he started to
shout. “Sargent Roland!” Levno was almost screaming - “Sargent Roland! “This time the
detective’s voice was an extended panicked shout/scream. “Sargent Roland!”
In a large room of wealthy looking house an unknown man stands over a woman and a grade
school child with a horrible deranged look on his face. The woman and child simultaneously
scream and hold their arms up in a blocking and defensive motion as the axe in the deranged
man’s hands comes striking down upon them.
At another part of town, an unknown large man in an old dusty rundown bar room full of
dead patrons, repeatedly beats dead bodies with a baseball bat shouting and ranting
unintelligible nonsensical things.
A car smashes into a bridges right side guardrail breaking though it and careening out and
into the cold swirling water below it. The car floats for a moment and then the driver opens up
the window allowing water to flow inside the car without trying to escape from it, ranting
gibberish. Two passengers in the back seat of the vehicle pound frantically on the back window

trying to break the glass out with their feet, but to no avail. Screaming, pleading for help they
sink slowly downward as the front of the car submerges first. The car finally sinks totally
underwater trapping its passengers inside, two faces are pressed against the glass of the water
filled back window wearing a horrified drowning look as air bubbles rise from their open
gurgling silently screaming mouths. The horrible faces of the two victims can still be seen under
the water for a few murky feet as the car fades away, sinking deeper into the oblivion of the
cold watery darkness.

Floating in darkness I am senseless
Floating in darkness I am senseless. I “feel” nothing and nothing can be felt around me. I am
floating. I am something but I do not know what.
An apparition of light dances before my mind - do I have a mind – I have no eyes. Flaming
wings of light flying before my senses – I have senses.
A dark silhouette swoops in and engulfs the winged spirit. The darkness violently wrestles
with the glowing apparition of light in a cruel struggle of life, death, rending, tearing - fighting to
snuff out its very existence – If it is alive?

I cast them both away from me with my mind. I strike them from me without touching them
physically. I push them both away from my senses, away from my very being. Am I truly
being? I see nothing. I can touch nothing. I feel nothing I can see. I feel only what is inside of me
as I float in eternity. I know not what was before me. I know not of who I was or who I am now.
Who can I be? Have I ever really been?
There is a new shadow coming towards my mind – Movement - Mass. What is it? Does it
live? Am I alive? Does it truly exist? Does it know that I exist?
The scientists gathered around “the Tanks” for the swing shift and all of them silently
collected their data in one ongoing endless routine. George calculated the digital readouts from
his assigned tank that he checked daily, and then he started to analyze the data he had
recorded. George meticulously entered the information as usual on his official LabCore IPad
that he turned into data analysis every day at the end of his shift. If George didn't turn it in on
time the GPS tracking system automatically kicked in, and Corporate Security Services would
give him a ration of shit, or in the worst case scenario, give him another dreaded corporate
write up again for being five minutes late turning it in. Today though, George was more
concerned about the data subject rather than the data or shit from C.S.S.
George in an intentionally inconspicuous way stopped his shift supervisor Nate, and without
causing any unwanted attention voiced his concerns. How long has he been in there? - Asked
George, - A little over thirty days, said Nate. Is that authorized or even legal asked George?
“This guy signed away all his rights as a human being to get out of being executed for murder,
what is legal these days anyway George; he’s alive isn't he?” – Nate said. But is this ethical
Nate? George asked.
Nate gave George a look like he was about to relieve him of duty and George dropped the
subject after Nate said in a low voice meant only for George’s ears, “Do we need to take this in
front of a clearance review board George.” - No sir! George replied, George then continued to
monitor the man in the metal isolation tank sheepishly without looking his boss in the eye.
Little did George know, he had already been turned into Nate by his fellow co-workers for
acting suspiciously around the other scientists. His commitment to the corporations’ ideals had
been in question for some time and Nate felt like he had no other choice but to call Corporate
Security Services and have George brought up on formal charges under the Direct Corporate
Governmental Threat Act of 2024, outlawing all forms of governmental or corporate
whistleblowing. Nate always liked George and he felt somewhat guilty for betraying him, but he
also felt no need to jeopardize his position at work, let alone endanger himself or his family.
George should have been a better patriot; he should have learned to keep his mouth shut, Nate
thought to himself - As the hidden audio equipped infra-red tracking security cameras followed
Nate out of the room, and then focused itself back on George.

In the Middle of Midnight – A Cold War Story
At 2:27 pm Eastern Time, March 30th, 1981, President Reagan strolled through the
"President's Walk" of the Washington Hilton Hotel after giving a speech to The American
Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations. The President of the United
States Secret Service staff did not realize that a deranged John Hinckley Jr. was lying in wait to
prove his delusional obsessive love to actress Jodie Foster by assassinating President Regan that
day. Hinckley was lucky and had slipped in unnoticed with Reagan fans so he had actually
managed to get within fifteen feet of the president when he pulled out a .22 caliber revolver,
and then proceeded to unload his weapon at Reagan six times as the president went to enter
his limousine. The first bullet hit Press Secretary James Brady in the head, the second shot hit
police Officer Thomas Delahanty in the back of the neck as he tried to shield the president. The

third bullet overshot Regan and the fourth hit Secret Service Agent Timothy McCarthy in the
abdomen as he tried to protect the president by shielding him with his body. The fifth and sixth
bullets hit the armored limousine, but the sixth ricocheted off and struck the president under
his left arm lodging the bullet in Reagan's lung. Luckily the bullet stopped within an inch of the
president's heart. Neither the President of the United States, nor his security team were
wearing bullet proof vests due to the walk only being 30 feet or so from the hotel to the
presidents limo. An Ohio labor official who was standing by the assassin hit Hinkley in the head
and took down the maniac while agents, police, and citizen bystanders all pounced on him violently subduing Hinckley. The President was rushed to George Washington Memorial
Hospital and arrived there within four minutes; the arrival time was so short that there was no
time to arrange a waiting emergency team. The president then insisted on walking into the
hospital on his own power and immediately collapsed upon entry at the reception desk.
After only 69 days in office the president of the most powerful nation on earth had been shot
and was is surgery. The Vice President of the United States, George H. W. Bush was away from
Washington and returning as fast as he could, while fourth in line to the succession of the
presidency in case of the president's death, Secretary of State Alexander Haig, controversially
stated he was in charge of the country until the vice president returned. He also stated that
there would be no elevation of the nation's threat level. In another controversial move behind
Haig's back, Defense Secretary Casper Weinberger raised the threat level aimed at Russia, thus
setting into motion one of the many little known "Cold War" World Wide brushes with global
nuclear destruction.
I dragged my ass up the front stairs of the old 1940's style German Nazi barracks by the hand
railing, moaning and groaning to myself as I somehow made it to the second floor. I then found
my way to my room and more importantly my bunk. These Mondays were tough and getting
tougher every time I ended up partying too late on Sunday nights in Bad Kreuznach's illicit
brothel night clubs downtown. The booze and the hash, along with the young pretty cheap
women that went along with the party made that five mile run in the morning cruel
punishment for last night’s crazy off base partying.
The rest of the day after the mornings run went just as bad with a hangover from hell following
me around all day. It was also being complicated by Sergeant Gator's constant critiques of my
abilities, not to mention derogatory personal remarks that were obviously not meant to be

constructive on his part; all I wanted to do now was to get into my bunk and desperately try not
to think about tomorrow as I tried to fall asleep.
I started to unlace my boots when the outside base alert siren went off. The other soldiers who
shared the room with me started waking up asking me what was happening. I shrugged and
couldn't think of anything to say but "beats me!" The inside barracks shrill ear piercing alarm
went off as I jumped a bit out of my bunk in surprise, "what the fuck!" I looked around at
everyone else with a puzzled expression on my face. Some of the guys were half out of bed by
now also in their underwear, scratching their heads, looking around irritated and blurry eyed as
well.
Staff Sergeant Leroy Gator burst into the room and started shouting at everyone to" git yer gear
on," threatening to dump anyone he saw still in their bunks on their ears. The sergeant's
specialist grade four followed him around like he was on a leash and was handing out live M-16
magazines. I took the ammo in somewhat disbelief, they never trusted us "shit birds" as they
liked to call us with live ammunition; they must be really serious about something. I called out
to the staff sergeant, "hey serge, what the hell is going on." Sergeant Gator flew across the
distance between us and knuckle punched me in my chest, knocking me back, almost making
me drop my magazines of live ammo. "That's what's going on, and yer gunna get more like it if
you don't shut da fuck up an git your damn combat gear on Private Armstrong!!!" I managed to
catch my breath and squeeze out a "Yes Sergeant" without wheezing too much, showing too
much fear, or turning too blue in front of him, I knew he already didn’t like me and thought I
was a pansy. The sergeant took another irritated look at me, then shrugged his head and
walked off muttering, "Fucking Armstrong."
My curiosity was put aside after that encounter with the staff sergeant and I frantically put the
rest of my combat gear on while hearing more shouting, whistles, and sirens blowing around
us, as upper ranking sergeants and officers started to pile through the echoing halls, all of them
shouting orders at the same time and telling us to line up immediately in formation outside the
barracks.
The night air was a normal cold crisp German winter's breathe that hit me in the face as I
stepped out of the barracks I had just dragged myself into for some shut eye. I assembled with
the rest of the platoon waiting for the other sergeants to arrive that were off duty or off base.

My chest still stung from Gators knuckle ball and I started thinking back to my first miserable
encounter with the staff sergeant when I arrived here six months earlier.
It was just after the last formation of the day and I was getting a little apprehensive because of
the way everyone was asking me if I'd met Staff Sergeant Gator yet, then they would smile in a
sinister way when I said that I hadn't. I was in my newly assigned barracks room, getting my
footlocker in order after being warned by my compatriots of incessant and meaningless
surprise inspections, and how they got your locker dumped and ransacked if it wasn't up to
perfect predefined military specifications. Suddenly a tall thin weathered faced wiry old goat of
a staff sergeant staggers through the door with a case of German beer. He proceeded to plop
himself down on my newly perfectly made bed, simultaneously pulling out and opening a bottle
of beer, he then shouts drunkenly to no one in particular, "who the fuck iz zis kid." - I told him
my name was Armstrong. The sergeant shrugged off my polite introduction and said in a slurred
southern drawl, "youz better not be another fuck up kid, in "Nam" we learned us how to take
care of fuck upz real quick; you fucks up wiz me son and I'll killz ya." He then relentlessly tried to
make me bet him twenty bucks he couldn't drink the whole case of beer in one hour, not
wanting to see what he was like after drinking a whole case of beer by himself in an hour in my
room, let alone be near him while he was doing it, I feigned poverty. I had dealt with a lot of nut
ball Vietnam, combat, still fresh in their minds, drill sergeants in basic, but the thought of this
guy being in charge of me, along with the not even veiled first greeting death threats; man is
this going to suck was all that was going through my mind. There was no doubt by the look in
his eyes, the dead look of people who have seen too much in this world to ever take back,
especially and most likely in some snake infested nightmare of a jungle. I re-assured him that I
did not have any money and also that I did not plan on screwing up. He shrugged his shoulders
and gave a sigh like he was bored of me now. He then tried to get up out of my now crumpled
messed up bed but his legs buckled, he had to grab the bunk side bars and pull himself up. He
turned as if to say something but then stopped, shrugged his shoulders again, grabbed his beer
and left stumbling back down the hall in search of another room of underlings to harass.
Armstrong! Yo Armstrong. My mind came back to the formation and Sergeant Donny Loven was
standing in front of me asking me - Where were you boy? What, I asked him? - Where were you
boy cause you sure ain't here at the moment! Oh yea, I’m just tired I said. Donny and I had
gotten to be fairly close friends in the past few months after he got to know me and vise verse.

He was a carefree buck sergeant who brought his wife over to Germany and lived off base, I
was one of the lucky few soldiers in our platoon who got to go to his house and meet / party
with his family; no military bullshit at his house, that all went back to normal on base where he
was my platoon sergeant and superior, but not there at his personal home. Donny started
confiding with me: “You got yourself in the shit now Armstrong, heck were all in the shit. You
got your gear right; keep those live rounds secure, you know how they are about that shit.”
What are we doing, I asked Donny? “Some big shit cause they ain't even telling me,” he said, “I
tried to ask top the same question and all I got was an irritated look and a, when you need to
know shit you'll know shit speech." - Just then they called all the platoon sergeants to the front
and Donny had to run over and face the big wigs, after a brief period Sergeant Loven came
running back to us red faced, and then he took his place alongside the platoon and shouted
attention! – We all instantly snapped together like rigid boards – Right Face - Forward March!
They marched the whole company to the motor pool, and then marched us to our assigned
vehicle sections and we halted. Sergeant Loven shouted "fire em up and wait for the order to
move out." We pulled in our truck and attached the generator trailer to the back. Everything
was already in place and the trucks were kept full of gas for entirely just this reason. Donny ran
up and tapped on our truck as we were pulling up into position to move out. He jumped inside
and said "move out they gave the order." Where we going serge? Said our teammate and driver
Specialist Rodriguez, she was the cool one of the bunch in smarts and proficiency, she was a
woman but let you know she was off limits and all business. If you wanted to talk with the boys
and not want the Army brass to hear what you were saying, you shut your mouth around her
and did what she told you. Other than that she was alright. Donny told her to steer towards
Baumholder. "Baumholder! " Me and Rodriguez both said at once - "That's where they keep the
nukes," I blurted out. Sergeant Donny Loven looked at me with a serious expression we seldom
shared together, he then simply said "that's where were going," and didn't say another word.
We all stared straight ahead at the endless line of military vehicles, all assorted according to
their specialized operators and all converging on the exit of the military compound at once.
When we arrived at Baumholder we didn't go in the base which confused me, I guess we aren't
staying, I said perplexed. That's when the long semi-trucks with huge missiles on the back of
them pulled out of the front gate of the base. Sergeant Loven said "that's our escort!" "Now
where" Rodriguez said. "Just follow them Rodriguez, and don't fall behind" Donny told her.

Specialist Rodriguez complied and there was uncomfortable silence between us once again.
Suspicion and fear started to form in my stomach and my heart, then it began to explode in my
mind - What the hell are we doing escorting nukes?
The ride to the as yet still secret location was a strange and surreal trip of following an endless
convoy of trucks into the German dark night, the destination a mystery. The situation upgraded
itself to scary and not just weird when the Autobahn signs on the freeway started saying were
headed towards the East / West German border, otherwise known as the "Iron Curtain." Crazy
stuff was going through my mind - like the only reason to take nukes that close to the border is
to use them. Desperate fantasies of hijacking a freighter and surviving nuclear destruction out
in the middle of the ocean also ran through my mind and sounded better and better every time
I looked at the machine gun and stacks of clips they gave us. Coming to my senses I looked
behind us at the endless trial of trucks following us and rationality returned to clarity / reality
with the almost comic idea of our captain letting us just turn around and go our own way in the
middle of a mission - this made me chuckle to myself - I've heard they shoot people for that sort
of thing in war time - Is this War - In my M.O.S. ( Military Occupation Specialty), the estimated
time of survival in a war with Russia was five minutes on the battlefield before their equipment
tuned itself in on my equipment, and then sent rockets over to my exact address destroying
the surrounding area, equipment, and unfortunately myself, right where I just set up camp.
That was a depressing statistic; it always made me wonder why the Army felt the need to be so
mentally cruel as to give a poor smuck like me those kinds of numbers. Obviously all they cared
about was motivation and obedience to bullshit in there soldiers. The mental and emotional
moral of the troops barely crossed their minds, at least not until it was usually too late and the
damage was already done.
I felt alone in the cab of the truck. Both Donny and Specialist Rodriguez had stopped
communicating also as realization overwhelmed all of us. It was like we were separated in our
own minds, but stranded together in the gravity and hopelessness of our situation. Helpless to
help each other cope, coping individually the best way we could. The glowing lights of the Iron
Curtain were starting to become visible ahead in the darkness. A massive snaking terrible vision
of lights traversing across the German landscape, bathed in both a dark and light nightmare
that festered somewhere in the middle of the midnight of our minds, preventing us from doing
anything to turn away from it; hypnotized by its tragic horrible beauty. The radio crackled our

code sign and Sergeant Loven listened intently to the encoded message writing it down on his
small notepad, he quickly had me give him the code book, DE-coded the message, and then he
sharply said into the microphone "Yes Sir" followed by a confirmation sign and an over and out.
Donny looked over to Rodriguez and said, "Turn it around specialist; we've been called back to
base." Rodriguez coolly said a "Yes Sergeant" back at Donny, trying not to break into too much
of a smile, keeping her usual stiff composure. "What the fuck are you serious," I shouted - Then
I proceeded to grab Donny and shook him around a little bit until I realized what I was doing.
That was too much for the specialist and she broke out in laughter and swerved a little on the
road as the sergeant grabbed the dash board and ordered me let go of him. He laughed and
said "I know who I can trust now to keep their head." He then nudged me and quietly said to
me so Rodriguez couldn't hear," one way or another were slipping away and getting a beer."
The trip back was a lively one that passed by like time was in hyper-drive. Our minds also
reverted back to all the happy hopes and dreams that make and defined our existences,
purposely dismissing the fact that we almost helped wipe those same human concepts from the
planet by enforcing our government's insanity. We dropped our nuclear friends off back at the
base entrance to Baumholder where we picked them up at. When we reached our own base in
Bad Kreuznach we were starving and exhausted after our mutual adrenaline rushes had long
since worn off. We endured the long line back into the base and finally parked our rig in the
motor pool after unhooking our generators; then we were off towards the barracks and
hopefully food. I shouted at a soldier what the fuck was all that about! - He shouted back
"President was shot" - "what your joking" I said. Donny said Oh Shit! Patted me on the back and
said "sorry Armstrong I think I better get back to my wife!" Later serge I said. Rodriguez lived off
base as well and said her quick formal goodbyes to me and left for home I assumed to meet her
boy / girlfriend, I could never tell.
As I entered the barracks I followed the hooting and hollering into the game room and found a
melee of happy soldiers. The room was full of tables, piles of steaks in warmers with all the
fixings, and a couple of kegs of beer. I also found out after guzzling more than a few beers in a
row that we were pulled back a little after President Reagan came out of surgery. Given how
close we were to the "Iron Curtain," I could only imagine what could have happened if he died
right as we arrived with all our weapons of mass destruction. I looked at my plate of steak and
my glass of beer, and then looked at the taped Super Bowl on the television screen and thought

to myself -This is our reward for giving into human nature and almost destroying it all. I felt a
tingle up the back of my neck and turned around in my seat to find Sergeant Leroy Gator
standing behind me. His arm swung and I braced myself once more for an impending blow - the
staff sergeant patted me on the back and said "Good Work Soldier,' then bee lined for the kegs
of beer. The ironic nature of the whole nights experience made one thing clear in my mind, a
sort of new goal that I was intent on fulfilling as soon as I could - Get the Hell Out of the Army!
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